openQA Project - action #92731
coordination # 39719 (Resolved): [saga][epic] Detection of "known failures" for stable tests, easy test results review and easy tracking of known
issues
coordination # 19720 (Resolved): [epic] Simplify investigation of job failures

clickable git log entries in investigation tab
2021-05-17 07:17 - okurz

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

Priority:

Low

Due date:

Assignee:

ybonatakis

% Done:

0%

Category:

Feature requests

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

future

Difficulty:
Description

Motivation
See #91878#note-3

Acceptance criteria
AC1: git hash entries in the investigation tab of openQA job link to display of corresponding git commits, e.g. on github

Suggestions
Similar as we already point to github repositories for test source code that comes from git we could make each git hash or the
complete git log line an a href entry pointing to the corresponding page on github. Keep in mind that we look on github only for
test code that we directly checkout from github, maybe we can't do the same easily here, then point this out in the ticket and
don't continue until we progressed with #58184
Related issues:
Related to openQA Project - action #91878: Improve git log entries in failed ...

Resolved

Copied from openQA Project - action #92188: test reviewers are pointed to the...

Resolved

2021-04-27

History
#1 - 2021-05-17 07:17 - okurz
- Copied from action #92188: test reviewers are pointed to the "first bad vs. last good" comparison if current job is not already the first bad added
#2 - 2021-05-23 13:30 - okurz
- Parent task changed from #91518 to #19720
#3 - 2021-07-23 14:14 - ybonatakis
an attempt to provide links of the git logs https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/3993
#4 - 2021-08-03 12:45 - cdywan
- Related to action #91878: Improve git log entries in failed test investigation added
#5 - 2021-11-23 22:00 - okurz
- Status changed from Workable to Resolved
- Assignee set to ybonatakis
https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/3993 now solves this. props to ybonatakis :)
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